Steel Container Systems INC.

CRANE SKIP

STANDARD FEATURES

Safety First!
Our crane skips come with Tag Line attachment points. This feature allows you to maneuver safely away from any pinch points.

CWB Certified Welding
Our CWB certified welders & welding procedures guarantee exceptional weld quality. This helps contribute to the overall life-cycle of our products.

Manufactured Above Industry Standard
SCS manufactures products beyond industry standards that delivers a longer life span with less cost on maintenance. Less down time means higher rates of return on your business.

In House Design
SCS offers a service to customers to design products based on specific business requirements. We encourage customers to communicate their needs and we will come up with the solutions.

Weight Rated
All crane skips are weight rated for job site applications. Discuss with our team your plans and we will come up with the calculations to maximize your custom crane skip.

FEATURES

• 2 – 10 cubic yards
• Engineered and certified design
• 6,000 – 12,500 lb lifting capacity
• 3–year parts and labour warranty
SPECIFICATIONS

- Main beams 4” x 3” x 3/16” steel tube
- Cross members 3” x 3” x 1/8” steel tube
- Vertical studs 3” x 3” x 1/8” steel tube
- Front, rear and side rails, 4” x 3” x 3/16” steel tube
- Bodies available in 10ga HR sheet or 3/16” steel plate
- Lifting lugs, 3/4” steel plate, plasma cut and formed
- 1 1/2” drain hole w/ PVC plug

- Welding
  Inner floor seams, front and rear wall seams and inside top rail seams are continuous welds which are ground flat and polished smooth for easy concrete removal

- Painting
  Two coats of anticorrosive primer on all exterior surfaces
  Two coats of industrial enamel paint in any single colour

SCS skips are manufactured above industry standard. Reduce your maintenance costs & maximize uptime.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Self Dumping Crane Skip
Our new Self Dumping Crane Skip means being able to move material around a site or from a machine efficiently.

Fork Pockets
Fork Pockets are a great addition to any crane skip. They allow ground movement of a crane skip with Fork equipped machinery. Fork pockets can be modified to fit your needs.

Heavy Duty Upgrade
Heavy Duty or structural reinforcing can be added to your Crane Skip if required for specific materials applications.